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Session 4: “Pass it on” 
 

Language is for sharing, and participants need to be able to pass on what they learn from reading. 

The first activity involves reading a text and then passing on the facts to another person, and hearing 

from them the facts about what they read. The second activity involves reading material and telling 

someone clearly how to write it down, or listening to another and writing what they say. 

 

Objectives 
 

Participants will improve speaking and listening skills as they: 

 Read a short article and remember relevant facts (without memorising the article). 

 Impart all of the facts to a partner (without recourse to the original article). 

 Listen to a partner and understand the facts from the article they read. 

 Read a short piece and dictate it to a partner, and listen to a partner dictate and accurately 

write what they say. 

 

Materials: 
 

Trainer needs: 

 PowerPoint presentation for this session. 

 ‘A’ cards and ‘B’ cards for the two groups 

 Sets of articles for tell-me-what-you-read activity 

 Sentences to post around the walls for tell-me-what-to-write race 

 Prizes for the winners of the race, and 10/10 in the 2 articles activity. 

 

Participants need: 

 Participant’s notes for this session. 

 Writing materials. 

Participants need to be able to sit at a desk or table to write notes, to move around the room to read 

notices on the walls, and also to work with various partners and groups. 
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Procedures: 
 

(The notes for the PowerPoint presentation for both activities are below this explanation.) 

A: Two Texts 

Divide the participant cohort into two groups, ‘A’ and ‘B’ – if possible exactly the same number in 

each – and give each participant an ‘A’ or a ‘B’ card. (Participants should at this stage be sitting with 

other same-group members only.) 

1. Give out articles to each participant according to their group.  

Tell them to read the article, and remember its title and all of the facts. (After a few minutes the 

paper will be taken away from them.) 

NOTE 1: They are not allowed to write anything. 

NOTE 2: They should not attempt to memorise the article, just remember the facts. 

 

2. Participants’ papers are collected. 

 

3. Each ‘A’ participant partners with a ‘B’ participant, and they sit together (facing each other). Each 

participant then imparts all of the knowledge they can remember from the article to their partner 

AND listens carefully to the information from their partner. 

 

4. Participants return to their original places, where they are handed a ‘test’ sheet with questions 

referring to the article they read. They should look through the questions and make sure that they 

know the answers. (NOTE: they do not get the article paper back!) 

 

5. Each ‘A’ participant partners with a DIFFERENT ‘B’ participant (not the same person as the first 

time). They then ask their new partner the questions on the test, AND respond to the questions on 

their partners test. Each gives their partner a score (out of 10).  

 

6. Give prizes to anyone with full (10/10) marks. Discuss the activity, difficulties and results. 
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The Two Texts: 

A: The Quoll 

The Quoll is a small carnivorous marsupial which is native to Australia and Papua New Guinea. They 

are sometimes also known as Australian native cats. 

There are four species of Quoll in Australia – the Northern Quoll, the Eastern Quoll, the Western 

Quoll, and the Spotted-tailed Quoll. 

A Quoll has a pointed snout (or nose), and brown or black fur with white spots. It looks cute with its 

bright eyes and moist (wet) pink nose. But it also has a lot of sharp teeth. 

The smallest species of Quoll is the Northern Quoll, which is only 12 to 30 centimetres long and 

weighs less than a kilogram. The biggest Quolls are the Spotted-tailed species which is 40 to 55 

centimetres long and weighs around 4 kilograms. 

The term ‘carnivorous’ means that it eats meat. In this case that means they eat insects, birds, frogs, 

lizards, and small mammals. The bigger Spotted-tailed Quolls eat birds, reptiles, and mammals such 

as Possums and Rabbits. They sometimes eat ‘carrion’, which means dead animals. Quolls also eat 

fruit. 

Quolls are mostly nocturnal, which means that they go looking for food at night and spend the 

daytime hiding in their dens. However both the Spotted-Tailed and Northern species both 

sometimes forage (look for food) in the daytime and even like to sit in the sunshine. 

They breed in winter, which is in June to August in Australia, and their gestation period (before the 

babies are born) is 3 weeks. ‘Marsupial’ means that the young are carried in a pouch after birth. The 

young of the Spotted-tailed Quoll are protected in a pouch but the other species only have a shallow 

fold of skill around the teats to protect the baby. 

The Spotted-tailed Quoll is now rare, and can sometimes be found in woodland on the east coast of 

Australia.  The Eastern Quoll is common in open forests in Tasmania. The Northern Quoll is found 

across the north of Australia in rocky, sparsely vegetated areas. The Western Quoll can only be 

found in the far south-west in Jarrah forests and Mallee shrublands. 
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B: Quokka 

The Quokka is an Australian marsupial. It looks a bit like a small Wallaby (and a Wallaby looks a lot 

like a small kangaroo), except that its tail is short and stiff, and its hind feet are also short. 

Nevertheless, the Quokka can hop through thick vegetation and tall grasses at great speed. 

A Quokka is about 40 to 55 centimetres long, with a 25 to 30 centimetre tail, and weighs between 

2½ and 5 kilograms. It has a stocky build (fattish) and has a roundish head and rounded ears, and 

black nose. Its fur is very dense, and usually brown or grey with reddish tinges around its face and 

neck and lighter colour on the underside. 

Quokkas have a vegetarian diet, feeding on grasses, sedges (a types of grass that grows in tufts), 

succulents (thick juicy plants like cactus), and leaves. Sometimes there is not much water available, 

so they need to get their moisture from the plants they eat. They are generally nocturnal, and spend 

most of the hot days resting in the shade of the trees 

Quokkas are mostly found on Rottnest Island which is off the coast of Western Australia, a small 

island not far from the mainland where Australians love to holiday. The name of the island comes 

from the Dutch language for “Rat’s Nest” because of the Quokkas. As the Quokkas are quite cute 

and generally very friendly, people are tempted to feed them with all sorts of wrong foods such as 

biscuits or bread which can make them very ill. Visitors to Rottnest Island are requested to only offer 

a little water – which the Quokkas may lick off someone’s fingers or hand. 

Quokkas breed on Rottnest Island between January and March. Their gestation period is 27 days, 

and they give birth to a single Joey. (The word Joey is also used to refer to baby kangaroos and 

wallabies.) The Joey Quokka stays in its mother’s pouch for about 6 months. After it leaves the 

pouch, it still comes back to feed off its mother for another 2 months. 

The Quokkas are plentiful on Rottnest Island. A few Quokkas can also be found on the mainland in 

the southwest of Western Australia. 
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The Questions (with answers): 

A: Quoll 

1. What is another name for a Quoll? (Australian native cat) 

2. Which is the smallest species of Quoll? (Northern Quoll)  

3. How heavy is the biggest (Spotted-tailed) Quoll? (4 kg) 

4. Name 3 things that Quolls eat. (Insects, birds, frogs, lizards, birds, reptiles, and mammals, fruit, 

possums and rabbits). 

5. When do Quolls usually look for food? (Night) 

6. When do Quolls breed? (Winter – June – August) 

7. How long is the Quoll’s gestation period? (3 weeks) 

8. How do Quoll’s care for their new babies? (The Spotted-tailed species have a pouch, others have a 

flap of skin.) 

9. What kind of Quoll can be found in Tasmania? (Eastern Quoll) 

10. What kinds of forest does the Western Quoll inhabit in Western Australia? (Jarrah forests and 

Mallee shrublands) 

B: Quokka 

1. What other Australian animal does a Quokka resemble (look like)? (Wallaby) 

2. How heavy is a Quokka? (2 ½ to 5 kilos) 

3. What do Quokkas eat? (Grasses, sedges, succulents and leaves) 

4. Why do Australians go to Rottnest Island? (Holiday) 

5. How did Rottnest Island get its name? (Dutch: Rat’s nest) 

6. What should you not offer to a Quokka, and what would be ok? (Not biscuits and bread, just 

water) 

7. When do Quokkas breed? (January – March) 

8. How long is a Quokka’s gestation period? (27 days) 

9. What is a Joey? (A baby kangaroo, wallaby, or quokka) 

10. How long does a mother Quokka feed her baby? (8 months, 6 months of which are in the pouch) 
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B: Distance Dictation and Cloze 

 

Participants work with a partner. 

There are two collect and dictate activities. One participant will collect information while the other 

writes, and then they swap jobs for the second activity. 

 

NOTE: Facilitator needs to have passages for dictation posted around the walls, at eye level 

(average), in a well-lit area, and fairly well spaced out so that several participants can read them at 

one time.  

The cloze lists can be posted between these after the first stage is mostly complete so as not to cause 

confusion (and cheating). 

 

There is a worksheet page in the Participant’s Notes for them to write the dictation. 

 

Participants decide which partner will write first. The other partner must then go and read each of 

the ten sentences, remember, and dictate them to the writing partner. The sentences must be 

written down accurately and correctly. 

 There are 6 short passages, in random order around the walls. There are clues in the 

passages as to the correct order. 

 The passages can be collected in any order and reordered on the page. 

 Each passage has two blanks. These will be filled in the second activity. 

 

NOTE:  1. The Collecting partner MUST NOT write. They can spell out the words if necessary. 

 2. It is a RACE! Pairs need to complete the tasks as quickly as possible. 

 

When all five of the passages are written, partners swap places and new collecting partner searches 

for cloze answers around the wall. They will need to select the most suitable answer from a list. 

 As soon as any pair has completed the task, they should take it to the facilitator(s) for 

checking. 

 Whole group discusses the correct answers (PowerPoint). 
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Here are the passages to be read and dictated. They will be placed out of order on the walls and not 

numbered). The underlined words will be missing. 

 

1. Fried Banana Fritters are one of the most popular snacks in Malaysia and Singapore. But to be 

perfect they need to have extremely light, porous, crispy brown batter. 

2. So what is the secret? Maybe there is a secret ingredient that will produce the perfect batter and 

make it stay crispy for several hours.  

3. Here is the secret. Mix half a cup of self-raising flour, and a quarter of a cup of corn flour, and only 

one tablespoonful of rice flour with a pinch of salt and half a teaspoon of baking powder. 

4. Then you add a hundred and eighty mils of water to the flours along with one and a half 

tablespoons of oil to make the batter. 

5. Then you simply cut five or six bananas in half, dip them into the batter, and deep-fry them in hot 

oil for three to four minutes until they are golden brown and crispy. 

6. Finally you should take them out of the hot oil and drain them on some paper towels. Try it, and 

see if you can make perfect Banana Fritters. 

 

Here are the groups of words that the second person will go to for the gap-fill words. The left-hand 

list is the first gap, and the right-hand list is the second gap in the passage. 

 

1.  

Australia    fork 

Malaysia    face 

Brazil     batter 

 

2.  

perfect     safe 

soft     crispy 

people     green 
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3.  

skin     face 

paper     rising 

salt     baking 

 

4.  

water     ten 

cake     half 

coffee     one 

 

5.  

throw     water 

dip     coffee 

wave     oil 

 

6.  

drain     can 

wash     sleep 

squash     open 
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Here are the notes for the PowerPoint presentation for both activities: 

Slide 1 

 

This session is all about getting information and passing it 
on accurately. 

Slide 2 

 

The first activity is called ‘Two Texts’. 

Slide 3 

 

Everyone will receive a card which indicates that they are in 
Group A or Group B. (Do not try to change groups, it will 
lead to confusion!) 

Slide 4 

 

Everyone will be given an article to read. Read it, and 
remember the facts. Do not try to memorise. Just 
remember the title and the facts. (Each group has a 
different article.) 

Slide 5 

 

The article papers will be collected, leaving you with just 
your memories. 
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Slide 6 

 

Join with a partner from the other team. Tell them your 
facts, and listen to theirs. Pay close attention – you will be 
tested on the facts they tell you! 

Slide 7 

 

Now find a DIFFERENT partner from the other group. 
You will each be given a list of questions relating to the 
article which you read. (Make sure you can remember the 
answers!) 

Slide 8 

 

Test your partner on the facts that they were told by 
someone else (about the same article which you read). 
Make a record of how many correct answers they get. 
Answer their questions about the article your previous 
partner told you about (which they also read). 

Slide 9 

 

Okay. Let’s play the game. 

Slide 

10 

 

The second activity is about dictation from a distance. 
Dictation is when one person writes down what another 
person says. 

Slide 

11 

 

You can choose any partner. 
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Slide 

12 

 

One of you will be reading and dictating. 

Slide 

13 

 

The other partner will be writing what they are told. And 
then you will swap jobs. 

Slide 

14 

 

There are five short passages on pages around the walls of 
the room. They are in random order, but there are clues in 
the passages about their correct order. You can collect 
them in any order, but then you and your partner need to 
arrange them in the correct order. 
They also have gaps, with missing words.  

Slide 

15 

 

The Reader becomes the Writer, the Writer becomes the 

Reader. 

Slide 

16 

 

Now it is the turn of the (originally) writing person to go in 
search of the missing words from the lists on the wall. 
There will be more words than the ones you need; you 
need to choose the best words. 

Slide 

17 

 

Accuracy is vital. But remember – this is a race, so HURRY! 
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